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1. Introduction. 

Let J{ be a convex body in the three dimensional Euclidean space E3・Connect

ing with it various quantiti己scan be defined. These quantities， in general， are 

functionals which dep巴ndupon the shape and size of th巴 convex bocly J{. At this 

time， i t is proposεd to examine thεfunctional properties of thesc quantities which 

clepencl upon the shape of the bocly J{. Now， if we clenote by {J{[So]} a class of all 

convex boclies with a giv巴nsurface area S 0 ( 0く Soく∞) in E 3 ancl by V(K[S 0 J) 

the volume of a member J{[So]， the volum色 V(J{[So]) is a functional which 

clepencls upon the shape of the body J{[So] only. ln conn巴ction with this func 

tional property of the volume， all efforts to solve the isoperimetric 1うroblemwere 

to prov巴 thatthe sphere is the one having the gre旦testvolume. Theρurjうose0/ this 

ραρer is to examine the functionα1 1りro)うertyof the volume V(J{[So]) which aetends 

upon the shajうeof a member J{[So] of the class {J{[So]}. 

For the purpose， in号2wεclefine an isoρerimetric coefficient of旦 convexbody 

J{ in E3 ancl stucly the properties of it. In詰3，we shall prove that th巴 isoperime~

tric coefficient of the parallel sequence to a convex body is a monotone increasing 

function. In告4，we shall define a similituae-inaicatrix sequence to a parallel 

sequence of convex boclies. By the aid of the similitude-inclicatrix sεquence， vve 

shall study the functional relation b巴twεenthe isoperimetric coefficient and shape 

of a convex body， and prove that the superior li固mitingfigures 0/ the 1うarαllel

sequences to any convex boaies are always the s)うhereana of all convex bodies in the 

three aimensional Eucliaean sρace E3， the sphere has the greatest iso)うerimetric

coefficient. 111 the end， with the object of verifying the functional relation bet-

ween the shape and volumεof a convex bocly， we shall gi ve an example of the 

iSOlうerimetricsequence， say {S~ (t): 0く fく∞}， which is clefined as follows: it is 

a sub-class of the class {J{[So]} and the corresponclence between a member sf (t) 

of th色 sequenceand the parameter t ( 0く tく∞) is one to one and continuous. 

Further it satisfies the following conclitions : 

( i ) lf tlく t2，V( sf (九))く V(~(t2)) 圃

(ii) 1f t →→ 0， iA(t) converges to a closea convex set of area So/2 in a ρlane.1) 

(iii) lf t →-l-co， Sf(t) converges to the sρhere of raaius Y百己/471:.

十 Departmentof lVlathematics， Kanazawa Univ巴rsity.
1) We may substitute a straight line for the closed convex set in a plane. 
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2. The isoperimetric coefficient. 

When K is a convex body in E3， the volume， surf呂田町ea，integral of mean 

curvature， total mean curvature and charact巴ristic2) of the convex body K we 

denote by V(K)， S(K)，λ([(K入M*(K)and IC(K) respectively> Then， in generall， 

V(K)， S(K)， M(K) and M*(K) are functionalsωhich depend upon the shalうeand 

size of the body K， but the chαracieristic IC(K) is a functional dφending on the 

shape of K only. 

On the oth巴rhand， we have且 followingset of isopεrimetric inequalities: 

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

( 3 ) 

and 
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( 4 ) S(K)2 -3Mネ(K)V(K)二三O.

The equality in (1) holds and only if the convex K is a sphere， the one 

in (3) holds and only if K is a caJう句body a sphere and the one in (2) and (4) 

holds if and only if K is a cap-body of a sjうehereor a tangential body of a s1地ere

(see [4， PP. 30-31]). Now， let us giv巴 thefollowing definition: 

DEFINITION. T he x(K) of a convex body K is defined by 

36πV(K)2 
x(K) = 

S(K)3 
( 5 ) 

Then the isoperimetric coefficient x(K) has the following properties: 

( i ) It is bounded and we have 

Oく x(K)三玉 I

ωhere the equality holds and only if K is a sphere. 

(ii) For the iSOlうerimetriccoefficient x (K) and characieristic κ(K) of the 

body K， we have 

( 6 ) ι(K) • x(K)三五4π

where the equality holds if and only if K is a caJうbodyof a s1うhereor a tangential 

body of a sρhere> 

(iii) 1f K1 is a similitude of K2， then we have 

x(K1) = x(K2)> 

(iv) If K1 is a caρbody of a s1うhereor a tangential body of a sphere， and the 

c haracteristic κ(K1) of K1 is equal to the one If(K2) of any other convex body K2， 

then we have 

2) See the definition of these quantities in [4， PP. 20-20] . 
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x(K1)孟 x(Kz)

where the equality holdsωhen Kz is a cゆ-bodyof αsρhere or a tang仰 tialbody of 

a sρhere too. 

(v) lf each of the convex bodies K1 and Kz is a caρbody of a sphere or a 

tangential body of a sphere reslうectivelyand 

ι(K1)く K(K2)，

then we have 

x(K1) > x(Kz). 

The property (i) including the condition for the equality is readily showed 

by the isoperimetric in巴quality( 1). On the other hand， we can give an example 

of such a sequence of convex bodies Kl， Kz， ••• as their isop巴rimetriccoefficients 

converge to zero， that is， 

(7) lim x(Kβ=  O. 
2→十回

To show it， first we take a convex figure Ko in a plane E， that is， a closed 

bounded convex set with interior points in E. And let {Ki} be a sequence of 

convex bodies in E3 such that Ki→ Ko as i →斗=. Then we have the relation 

( 7). For if we denote by Fo (> 0) the plane area of Ko， we have lim S(Ki) 

エ 2Fo > 0 and lim V(K;) = O. That is， we have the result ( 7 ). 
ド十∞

Z→十∞

The second property is shown by the inequality (2) and the definition of the 

isoperimetric coefficient. It gives a relation betw巴巴nthe isoperimetric coefficien t 

and the characteristic of a convex body K. 

The property (iii) is clear by the prop巴rtyof the similitude. The properties 

(iv) and (v) can be shown easily by the property (ii)ー 4

3. The parallel sequence to a convex body. 

If K is a convex body with inradius r (0く f く∞)， we can define its interior 

parallel sequence {K(t): 0三t手r}3) and its exterior parallel sequenceめ {K(t): 

fく tく∞}. Let us combine together these two sequences and call the thus 

obtained sequence the parallel sequence to a convex body K and denote the 

sequence by {K(t): 0孟tく∞}. Further， if we denote by X(t) the isoperimetric 

coεfficient of a member K(t) (0く tく∞ ofthe sequence， we can express it as 

follows， 
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Here we have the following differential formulas by [4， P. 25J : 

3) See the definition in [4， PP. 2-3 and 22-23]. 
4) See the definition in [2， PP. 17-19ト
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T he volume is differentiable in 0く tく 00 and we have 

Oく tく∞，
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T he sur face area S(t) is differentiahle in rく tく ∞ andwe have 

fく tく∞。

is differentiahle 
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ln case of the interior tarallel sequence， that is， in 0く t三r，S(t) 

at a幻iyvalue t exceρt for the critical values andωe have 

0く t三玉 r. 
dS (t) 
-dJ-z2AF(f〉ラ

At the critical valueρ， S(t) is one-sided differentiable and we have 

S(ρ+L1t)-S (ρ) 
= 2M*(ρ 十 0)1im S(ρ -S(ρ) m ニ 2ρ -0)二三 lim 

L1t 
Jt→ -0 L1 t→ 十O

where the equality holds only when the surface of K(t) contains no flat倒 tartswhich 

conver ge to rectilinear edges of K(ρ) as t → ρ+ O. 

H己r巴， let us c乱II "M*-critical value" the value ρof the par旦metert which 

corresponds to the discontinui ty of M引の， that is， M*(ρ 0) > M*(ρ+ 0)。

Then， by these formulas and the inequalities (3) and (4) we have in rく tく∞

dx (t) 72πV(t) 
亙了一一町 (S(t)2~- 3 M(t) V(t))とO(81) 

ωhere the equality holds ai the tresent time rく tく ∞ ifand only if K(t) is a sthe1"e. 

ln case of the interior sequence ωe have at any value t (0く t三五r)

exce1うtfo1" M水 -criticalvalues， 

dx 72rrV(t) 
dt一一夜77Z(S(t)2 3llP(t)V(t))とO

a s1う ora tangential 

(82) 

where the equality holds 

body of a s1うhere.

Further at the Mネ-criticalvalueρ(  0く ρく r)we have 

K(t) is a and only 

x(ρ+L1t) -x(p)¥ ハ

L1t 岳 U

im 主~土坐)-x(ρ)
L1t 

L1 t→+0 
> lim 

L1t→ -0 

The eqality at the right hand holds if and only if the body K(ρis a calう司bodyof a 

sphere or a tangenfial body of a s1うhere.

In any case， these r巴sults (81)， (82) and (83) express that the isoperimetric 

coefficient x(t) is an increasing function all over the interval 0く tく∞. Moreover， 

th巴 volumeV(t) and the surface area S(t) are continuous in the same intεrval. 

(83) 

Hence we ha ve 

THEOREM 1. The isoterimetric coe万icient x (t) the 仰 rallel sequence 

{K(t) : 0三五tく∞}to a convex body K with inradius r (> 0) is a monotone increasing 
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function all over the interval'O く t く∞ • 1f the convex body K(r) is a cap-body of 

a sρhere， or a tangential body of a sphere， the isoperimetric coe，工ficientis constant 

in the interval 0く t三五r. Further， if and only if the body K(r) is a sJうhere，the 

isoρerimetric coefficient is equal to unity all over the interval 0く tく∞.

4. The similitude-indicatrix sequence. 

L巴tK be a convex body with inradius r (> 0) and {K(t): 0 <t三五r}the 

interior parallel sequence to the convex body K. At this time， the kernel K(O) of 

the sequence is the set of the centers of the inspheres of K(t)， 0く t二五r and is 

c1assified into three types， that is， a point-kernel， line-kernel and ρlane-kernel 

(see [4， P. 2]). In any case， taking a point of the kernel K(O)， we define it as 

the origin of the space. Let K(t) be a member of the sequence {K(t): 0 S t 手r}，

A (t) an extreme supporting plane of K(t)， a the normal indicatrix point of亙(t)

ant H(a， t) the supporting function of the supporting plane A(t). Th巴 supporting

function H(a， t) is dependent on the normal' indicatrix point a and parameter t 

of the sequence We call the intersection瓦(t)n K(t) the sゆ.portingset of K(t) 

and denote it by A(t). Further let us denote the relative inradius of the suppor-

ting set A(t) by d(A(t)). Then we have the following theorem ([4， P. 24J): 

When the ρarameter t of the sequence {K(t): 0 <t三五r}decreases from t to 

t-d(A(t))， the Stφporting set A(t) vanishes at the value t-d(A(t)) 01ρarameter・

Now let us denote by ρA the value t-d(A(t)) of parameter. Further if we 

denote by H(a，PA) the value lim H(a， t)， it follows by the definition of the 
t→ρA十 O

interior parallel sequence that 

H(a， t) -t = H(a，ρA)ー仰とO.

T he equality at the right hand holds only whenρA口 0，that is， the Stψporting 

set A(t) converges to the kernel K(O) or a part of the kernel K(O). Further， if we 

denote the value H(α，ρA)一 ρA by h (a) we have the following expression: 

( 9 ) H(α， t) = t + h (a)， 

where h(α) is equal to zero when the supporting set A(t) conver ges to the kernel or 

itsρart as t → O. 

At this time， taking the origin as the center of similitude， let us consider 

such a set of all convex bodies ωhich are similar and similarly situated to a convex 

body K(t) (0く t手r). Further， taking a convex body which belongs to the set 

and whose inscribed sphere is a unit sphere， we denote it by r(t) and call it the 

similitude-indicatrix of the set or the convex body K(t). Then it follows by the 

property (iii) concerning with the isop巴rimetriccoefficient X(K) that 

x(T(t)) = x(t). 

That is to say， the isoterimetric co究所cientx(K) of the convex body K is (n 
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general equal to the one x (r) 01 the similitude-indicatrix r. 
On the other hand， it follows by the definition of the similitude that the 

similitude-indicatrix r(t) has an， extreme suttorting tlane， say ヨ(t)，which is 

parallel to the corresponding extreme supporting plane A(t) of the convex body 

K(t). Hence the corresponding two extreme supporting planes 瓦(t) and a(t) 

have the same normal indicatrix point a in common. 

Hence， if we denote by 可(a，t) the supporting function of the similitude-

indicatrix r(t)， (0く t手r) which corresponds to the one H(a， t) 01 K(t)， we 

have by (9) 

(10) 
h(α〕

可(a，t〕=1+-7一， Oく t<r.

Therefore， the supporting function 可(a，t) of， the similitude-indicatrix r (t) 
which corresponds to the same normal indicatrix point a is a monotone decreasing 

function with respect to parameter t. Or we have 

、、，，，eEi
 

I
 

/
目
¥

可(a，ti) > マ(a，tj)， 九三tiく tjく r.

At this time， we have the following theorem ([1， P. 27]) : 

A closed convex hody is the intersection 01 the closed hall staces hounded hy its 

extreme SU)うotortingtlanes. 

Then we have by the theorem and the relation (11) that， if 0く t1くらく…

く九く r，i t follows tha t 

(12) r(!t)コr(t2)コ…コ r(r).

Further we have by the theorem 1 and the property (iii) with respect to the 

isoperimetric coefficient that 

(13) X(t1)三三 X(t2)三五 … 三玉x(r).

Each 01 the equalities in (13) holds when each 01 tωo convex hodies which are 

comhined hy the equality is a cajう-hody01 a sthere or a tangential hody 01 a sthere 

restectively. 

In the next place，defining the similitude-indicatrix sequence in rく tく∞

in the same way as before and combining together both of them in 0手t手r and 

rく tく∞， we define the similitude-indicatrix sequence of the parallel sequence 

{K(t) : 0孟tく∞}to a convex body K and denote it by {r(t) : 0豆tく∞}.

At this time， it is easy to see that the form-figure n(t) and the normal 

indicatrix of the exterior parallel body K(t) or its simi1itude -indicatrix 

r(t) (rく tく∞)are always identical with the unit sphere itself whose center is 

at the origin. That is to say， all the supporting planes of the exterior parallel 

body K(t) or the indicatrix r(t) are the extreme ones all over the interval 

fく tく∞. Here let us denote by Q(O) the unit sphere with center at the origin 

O. The extreme supporting plane 瓦(t) of the exterior parallel convex body 
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K (t) (rく tく∞)can be defined a11 over the normal indicatrix Q(O) of K(t) and 

the supporting function H(a， t) concerning to the supporting plane A(t) can be 

expressed as fo11ows : 

H(a， t) = t + h (α) ， h (a)孟0，

where h (α) is a constant and equal to zero when the supporting plane .A:(t) is a 

tangent plane to the insphere of K(t). Further it is easy to see that， if the interior 

para11el body K(t') (0く f三五r)has the extreme supporting plane A(t') which is 

para11巴1to th巴 abovesupporting plane A(t)， the constant h (a) is common to their 

supporting functions H(a， t') and H(a， t). 

In the next place， in the same manner as before， if we donote by 守(a，t) the 

supporting function of the similitude -indicatrix r(t) in a direction a， it is 

expressed as follows : 

(14) 
h(a) 

可(α，t) = 1寸 t一 fく tく∞.

H巴ncethe sUlうportingfunction可(a，t) in a direction a is a monotone decreasing 

function with res.ρect to the tarm匁etert. If the parameter tends to infinity， the 

supporting function 可(a，t) of the indicatrix r(t) converges to unity. Mor巴over

it holds for a11 the directions which are defined on the unit sphere Q(O). 

Therefore we can say that when the parameter t tends to infinity， the similitude-

indicatrix r(t) converges to the unit sphere ρ(0). Or we have 

(15) lim r(t) = Q(O). 
t→十四

Further， it is evident that no matter how any other convex body may be taken 

instead of the original con1Jex body K (r)， the limiting figure in the formula (15) 

is always equal to the unit sρhere Q(O). 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 2. Let K be a convex body， {r(t): 0 <tく∞}the similitude-indicatrix 

sequence which is defined referring to K and Q(O) a unit sthere with center at the 

origin O. T hen the szψerior limiting figure 01 the similitude-indicatrix sequence 

is always the unit sthere Q(O). 

The resu1t is considered to be the one corresponding to Steiner's Kugelungs-

theorem 5) which is obtained by means of symmetrization. At this time， Steiner's 

symmetrization leaves the volume unchanged while our transformation which corres-

tonds the body K(t) with the similitude-indicatrix r(t) leaves the shate unchanged. 

Further we may add 

COROLLARY. T he suterior limit of the isoterimetric coe，がcientof the similitude-

indicatrix sequence is always equal to unity. 

5) See (2， PP. 26-28J. 
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On the other hand，且ccording to th巴 monotone decreasing prop巴rty of the 

supporting functionマ(a，t) of the similitude-indicatrix r(t)， we can express the 

formula (15) as follows : 

fく h'くらFく・圃・・"， it holds that 

¥
1
1ノ

ハ
bl
 

/
l
、

r(r)コrc九')コrct2')コ……コ!2(0 ) 

and 

(17) x(r):5-X(t1') < X(t2')三五 日 0・・<1.

Since the form-figure II (t) in the present case (rく tく ∞ isalways congruent 

to th己 unit sphere Q(O)， by using the condition for the equ旦lity in the formula 

(81)， we can say as follows: the necessary and sufficient condition for the equality in 

(17) is that the similitude-indicatrix r(t) is a s1うherιThatis to say，αII the equalities 

in (17) hold simultaneously， if the convex body K (r) is a s1うhere，and vice versa. 

Further by using the monotone incr巴asingproperty of the isoperil11etric coef-

ficient x(t) and th巴 theorem2 we have 

THEOREM 3. all convex bodies in the three dimensional Euclidean space E3， 

the S)うherehas the greatest isoperirnetric coぇfficient.

On the other hand， we denote by b(u， t) the breadth of the sil11ilitud巴ー

indicatrix r(t) in the direction u， Furth色r，if we denote by D(t) and J(t) the 

diameter and the width 11) of the品odyr(t) respectiv巴 it is easy to prove by ( 

and (16) that: 

T he diameter D(t) and the width of the similiiude indicatrix r(t) are 

monotone decreasing functions of parameter t in 0く tく ∞ .

Further let us define the anψlitude of the similitude-indicatrix r(t) as follows: 

DEFINITION. T he di工ferenceD(t) -L1(t) of the diameter D(t) and width L1(t) of 

the similitude-indicatrix is said the amplitude of the body r(t) or the relative 

aYlψlitude of the parallel sequence {K(t) : 0 手tく∞}and denote it by a(t). 

Now， taking the the sequence {r(t) rく tく∞}， let us exal11ine the change 

of the value a(t) in rく tく∞. Since the values D(t) and J(t) should be realized 

by the breadths品(u，t) of the body r(t) respectively， let us suppose that the 

breadths b (u， t) and品(v，t) in the dirεctions u and v are equal to the dial11eter 

D(t) and the width !.1(t) of r(t) respectively. At this time， we have b (u， t) 品

( -u， t) and b (v， t) =品(-v， t). 

Then applying the formula (14)， we can express D(t) and L1 (t) as follows: 

h(u) + h(-
D(t) =b (u， t) = 可(u，t) + 7)( -u， t) = 2十

h(v) + h(-v) 
J(t) =品 (v，t) = 2十------・

Here since the constant h (α) in (14) is finite， we can say that: 

6) See the definitions in [2， P. 10 ] . 
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THEOREM 4. T he relative amρlitude a(t) of the paraUel sequence {K(t): 

O手tく∞}to a conVex body K is a monotone decreasing function with respect to the 

parameter in the interval rく tく∞ andconver ges to zero as t →十∞.

5. An isoperimetric sequence. 

Let K be a convex body in the three dimensional Euc1idean space Ea， So the 

surface area S(K) of the convex body K and 0くれく∞. Moreover， first let us 

suppose that the convex body K has a plane-kernel， that is， the point-set of all 

the centers of insph巴resof K is a convex c10sed domain with int巴riorpoints 

in a plane E. Then the plan巴-kernelis bounded and have a finite plane area， say 

Fo， 0く Foく∞.

Now we define the interior parallel sequenc巴 {K(t): 0手t手r} of the convex 

body K. Then we have lim S(t)口 2Fo・ Further，let us suppose that we 
t→ O 

obtain th巴 parallel sequence {K(t): 0手tく∞} to the convex body K. First， 

taking the parallel sequ巴nce {K (t) : 0く tく∞}， let us define the similitude 

indicatrix sequence {r(t): 0く tく∞}in the same open interval 0く t<∞. At this 

time， let us examine the inferior limiting figure lim r(t) of such a similitude-
t→O 

indicatrix sequence {r(t) : 0く tく∞}. For the purpose， taking the plane-kernel 

K( 0) of the interior parallel sequence {K(t): 0手t三r}and the plane， say E 

which contains the kernel K(O)， let us choose two points 0 and P such that 0 

is an interior point of the kernel K(O) and P a fronti巴rpoint of the plane-kernel 

K(O) in the plane E. We define the point 0 as the origin of the space and the 

center of similitude. Further， let us denote by f!5(P， t) the sphere whose center 

is P and whos巴 radiusis equal to t，Oく t孟r. Then it is easy to see that if an 

extreme supporting plane A(t) of K(t) is parallel to the plane kernel K(O)， the 

supporting set A(t) converges to the kernel K(O) as t → o and if an extreme 

supporting plane A(t) of K(t) is not parallel to the plane-kernel K(O) and is in 

common to K(t) and f!5(P， t)， the corresponding extreme supporting set A(t) 

converges to the center P of the sphere f!5(P， t) as t → O. 

Then the supporting function H(a， t) of an extreme supporting plane 瓦(t)

which is common to f!5(P， t) and K(t) is expressed as follows : 

H(a， t) = t + h (a)， o .::;h (a) <∞ 

where h (α) is a constant in the interval 0孟tく∞ andit is equal to zero when 

the corresponding supporting plane is parallel to the plane kernel K(O). Then the 

supporting function甲(a，t) of the image supporting plane 盈(t) of the similitude 

indicatrix r(t) (0く t，$r) is expr巴ssedas follows : 

h(α) 
可(a，t)=1+-7-， 0二五h(a)< ∞ 

where the equality at the right hand holds when A(t) is parallel to the plane-kernel 
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K(O). Therefore， in case of such an extreme supporting plane as it is not parallel 

to the plane-kernel K(O) we have 

lim布(a，t) =∞ e 

t->十0

On the other hand， in case of two 巴xtreme supporting planes which are 

parallel to the plane-kernel K (0)， the corresponding supporting functions η(a， t) 

are constantly equal to unity， th呂tis， 

万(a，t) = 1， o <t三二r.

Hence the limiting figure lim r (t) is an unbounded plate of breadth 2 which 
tトトO

is bounded by two supporting planes which are parallel to th巴 plane-kernelK(O). 

On the other hand， we have se邑n1n号4that the superior limi ting figure lim r (t) 
t→+= 

is a uni t sphere. 

Lastly， taking up all the member of the so-obtained similitude-indicatrix 

sequence 0く tく∞}， let us define such a set of similar transformations 

to them as each m巴mberof the transformed sequence by the tr旦nsformationhas 

alw乱ysthe same surface ar芭aSo and denote it by {貸付): 0く tく∞}. Further， 

let us add the extreme member which corresponds to the value 0 of parameter. 

Th旦tis to say， we define th巴 extr邑mefigure si' (0) of the sequence to be a convex 

figure in the plane E which is similar and similary situated to the plan巴-kernel

K(O) and whose plane ar巴ais equal to So/2. On the other h旦nd，let us denote by 

Si'(∞) the sphere wi th surface area S o. Then i t is clear that多 ift →十∞， Si'(t) 

converges to the sphere si' (∞)， Thus the isoperimetric sequence has been obtained 

including both of the extreme figurεs. By our definition it is clear that Si'(r) is 

congruent to the origin乱1convex body K(r). Moreover since the original body 

K(r) has the plane--kernel， the isoperimetric coefficient x (r(t)) of the simili tude 

indi四 trixsequence ・0く tく∞}is a strictly monotone increasing functiono 

Thus we have 

x(r (ft))く x((r(t2))， Oく t1く 120

Or it follows by the similitude that 

x(rc九))ニ x(Si'(ん)) and x(r (t2)) = x(府(ら))⑮

Hence we have 

(19) X(S'r(tl))く X(Si'(f2))， Oく九く t2・

On the other hand， by the defini tion of the seq uence {Si' (t) : 0 く tく∞} we 

have 

(20) S(S'r(九))= S(S'r(ら))= So， Oく t1くらー

Hence we have by (19)， (20)旦ndthe definition of the isoperimetric coefficient 
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(21) V( S干(t1))く V(狩(ら))， 。<hく 12・

Thus we have shown an examJうle01 the isojりerimetricsequence in the case when 

the extreme ligure ，~(O) is a two dimensional convex ligure 01 1うlanearea So/2. 

Moreover we can give an exanψle 01 the isoperimetric sequence by the same 1うrocedure

in the caseωhen .~ (0) is a straight line. 

Now， let us define 

DEFINITION. The amplitude rJ(t) 01 the similitude-indicatrix r(t) is called the 

relative am1りlitude01 a member si' (t) 01 the iS01うerimetricsequence {Si' (t): 0く t<∞}.

The rela ti ve ampli tudeσ(t) of a member S~ (t) of the sequence {Si' (1): 0 く t<∞}

indicates the degree of th巴 convergenceof S~ (t) which tends to the superior limiting 

sph巴re. At this time， it follows by the theorem 4 that relative amplitude o(t) of 

.R' (t) is a strictly monotone decreasing function in the open interval rく tく。"

Now， collecting this result and the inequality (21)， we have 

THEOREM 5. The relative anψlitudeσ(t) 01 a member .R' (t) 01 the isojうerimetric

sequence U'r (t) : 0く tく ∞} with a given surlace area So (0く:Soく co)is a strictly 

monotone decreasing function in rく tく∞ andconverges to zero as t→∞ • The volume 

V {S~ (t)} 01 the member .R' (t) is a stri・ctlymonotone increasing lunction in 0 < tく∞

and si' (t) converges to the sρhere of radius ySo/4π as t→十∞.
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